Evidence for positional differentiation of prestalk cells and for a morphogenetic gradient in Dictyostelium.
We present evidence that Dictyostelium slug tip cells, the pstA cells, may arise by positional differentiation, but at a site remote from that which they will eventually occupy. When first detectable, the pstA cells form a peripheral ring surrounding the other prestalk cell subtype, the pstO cells, but subsequently move above the pstO cells to form the tip. Because pstA cell differentiation requires a 10-fold higher concentration of differentiation-inducing factor, the stalk cell inducer, the initial patterning seems likely to reflect the existence of a morphogenetic gradient. The subsequent redistribution of the two cell types is explicable by their different rates of chemotaxis to cyclic AMP. These results help reconcile the two apparently opposing views of pattern formation in Dictyostelium, that there is positional differentiation and that pattern formation occurs by cell sorting.